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Changing Privacy Threat Landscape:
Diminution of Consumer Trust
Personal information ultimate “criminal prize” and currency on
the web
Numerous high‐profile data breaches reflect inadequate data
governance in organizations
Consumers may not be aware of the tracks they leave when
they navigate the web and/or use search services
Search services raise a number of complex and important
privacy issues, and are increasingly a focus of privacy scrutiny.
Online advertising ‐ big market with new players not familiar
with data protection schema
The emergence of “cloud computing,” and potential privacy
risks for health or other sensitive data
Growth of user‐generated content
These trends are driving the policy debates (and the confusion)
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A Growing Patchwork of Laws
A growing jumble of overlapping national, regional and local laws ‐ a
daunting and increasingly expensive challenge for organisations
A “global” approach is needed ‐ key principles for global privacy
approach:
A baseline standard applicable across all organisations and industries
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Strong federal preemption
Apply to both online and offline
Support international harmonization and cross‐border data flows

Increase transparency through:
Privacy notices (including layered notices)
Standards for material changes to privacy notices
Reasonable access by individuals to personal information about them (with certain
important exceptions)
Limited and thoughtful breach notification guidelines

Provide meaningful control over the use and disclosure of personal data
Tiered approach to consent based on risk (use vs. disclosure, sensitivity of the
personal information)

Ensure at least a minimum level of security
Flexible and scalable
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ALRC Review: Contribution to Building
Trust
Re‐ignited broader public interest in and awareness of
privacy
Principles‐based, technology neutral, forward‐looking
“UPPing” the ante – reducing current fragmentation
and inconsistencies in current law
Reform of health privacy laws should give rise to
substantial benefits
Balanced approach to breach notification (potential
tweaks around threshold and liability questions)
Substantial work will be required in terms of
translating concepts into desired policy outcomes
but...the debate has begun....

Working Together to Build Trust
Privacy is critical to the ongoing advancement of the
digital lifestyle and social and economic opportunity
Organisations should consider a multi‐pronged
approach
Microsoft is committed to offering leadership in:
Technology solutions
Progressive and robust internal policies
Industry partnerships
Customer guidance and education
Support for strong legislation and enforcement

We’re all in this together

